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Abstract: The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List Categories and Criteria is a quantitative framework for classifying species according to extinction risk. Population models may be used to estimate extinction risk or population declines. Uncertainty and variability arise in threat classifications through measurement and process error in empirical data and uncertainty in the models used to estimate extinction risk and population declines. Furthermore, species traits are known to affect extinction risk. We investigated the effects of measurement and process error, model type, population growth rate, and age at first reproduction on the reliability of risk classifications based on projected population declines on IUCN Red List classifications. We used an age-structured population model to simulate true population trajectories with different growth rates, reproductive ages and levels of variation, and subjected them to measurement error. We evaluated the ability of scalar and matrix models parameterized with these simulated time series to accurately capture the IUCN Red List classification generated with true population declines. Under all levels of measurement error tested and low process error, classifications were reasonably accurate; scalar and matrix models yielded roughly the same rate of misclassifications, but the distribution of errors differed; matrix models led to greater overestimation of extinction risk than underestimations; process error tended to contribute to misclassifications to a greater extent than measurement error; and more misclassifications occurred for fast, rather than slow, life histories. These results indicate that classifications of highly threatened taxa (i.e., taxa with low growth rates) under criterion A are more likely to be reliable than for less threatened taxa when assessed with population models. Greater scrutiny needs to be placed on data used to parameterize population models for species with high growth rates, particularly when available evidence indicates a potential transition to higher risk categories.
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Efectos de la Incertidumbre y la Variabilidad sobre las Declinaciones de Población y las Clasificaciones de la Lista Roja de la UICN

Resumen: Los Criterios y las Categorías de la Unión Internacional para la Conservación de la Naturaleza (UICN) son un marco de trabajo cuantitativo que se usa para clasificar a las especies de acuerdo al riesgo de extinción. Los modelos poblacionales pueden usarse para estimar el riesgo de extinción o las declinaciones de población. La incertidumbre y la variabilidad surgen en las clasificaciones de amenaza a través de errores de medida y del proceso en los datos empíricos y la incertidumbre en los modelos que se usan para estimar el riesgo de extinción y las declinaciones de población. Además, se sabe que las características de las especies afectan el riesgo de extinción. Investigamos los efectos de los errores de medida y proceso, tipo de modelo, tasa de crecimiento poblacional, y edad durante la primera reproducción sobre las clasificaciones de riesgo basadas en las declinaciones de población proyectadas por las clasificaciones de la Lista Roja de la UICN.
Utilizamos un modelo poblacional estructurado por edades para simular trayectorias verdaderas con diferentes tasas de crecimiento, edades reproductivas y niveles de variación, y los sometimos a errores de medición. Evaluamos la habilidad de los modelos escasales y de matriz, parametrizados con estas series de tiempo simuladas, para capturar con exactitud la clasificación de la Lista Roja de la UICN generada con declinaciones poblacionales verdaderas. En todos los niveles de error de medida evaluados y en el nivel bajo de error de proceso, las clasificaciones fueron razonablemente exactas; los modelos escasales y de matriz produjeron aproximadamente la misma tasa de clasificaciones equivocadas, pero la distribución de los errores difirió; los modelos de matriz resultaron en más sobreestimaciones del riesgo de extinción que subestimaciones; los errores de proceso tendieron a contribuir en mayor proporción a clasificaciones equivocadas que los errores de medida; y ocurrieron más clasificaciones equivocadas para las historias de vida rápidas que para las lentas. Estos resultados indican que las clasificaciones de los taxones con mayor amenaza (es decir, los taxones con tasas bajas de crecimiento) bajo el criterio A tienen mayor probabilidad de ser confiables que para los taxones menos amenazados cuando se evalúan con modelos poblacionales. Se debe realizar un mayor escrutinio en los datos que se usan para parametrizar los modelos poblacionales para las especies con una mayor tasa de crecimiento, particularmente cuando la evidencia disponible indica una transición potencial hacia categorías de mayor riesgo.

Palabras Clave: características de historia de vida, dinámicas poblacionales, especies amenazadas, evaluación de riesgo, listas rojas

Introduction

Threat rankings for endangered species often rely on assessments of extinction risk and population declines (Andelman et al. 2004; Hunter et al. 2010). Although numerous classification protocols exist to assess threat status (Andelman et al. 2004), the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List Categories and Criteria (IUCN 2012) has emerged as the global standard for quantitative classifications of extinction risk (Mace et al. 2008). The IUCN Red List Categories and Criteria is a framework for ranking species according to their extinction risk or proxies of extinction risk. The IUCN Red List has 5 sets of criteria: reduction in population size (criterion A), restricted distribution and decline (criterion B), small population size and decline (criterion C), very small or restricted population (criterion D), and probability of extinction (criterion E). Rules and thresholds are specified within each criterion that categorize taxa as either critically endangered (CR), endangered (EN), vulnerable (VU), near threatened (NT), least concern (LC), or data deficient (DD). Two additional categories exist for evaluated taxa with adequate data: extinction (EX) and extinct in the wild (EW).

As of July 2017 there were 5,048 threatened species classified according to criterion A, for which population models were used in only 43 cases and mostly for species affected by commercial fisheries. However, this is likely an underestimate of the number of assessed taxa to which population models have been applied because it does not include assessments for which criterion A was applied but the highest threat category resulted from another criterion. The criteria rely on the best available evidence on risk of extinction or proxies for these measures such as the number and size of populations, estimates of population declines, and the spatial extent of the taxon. We focused on how uncertainty in population models and estimates of population declines can affect IUCN Red List classifications based on any one of the 4 subcriteria, A2–A4, under criterion A. Thresholds of decline in abundance over 10 years or 3 generations under subcriteria A2–A4 are >80% for CR, 50–80% for EN, and 30–50% for...
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tement to trade off the costs of managing highly imperiled species (Joseph et al. 2001). Errors in classifications can also compromise the realization of funding-allocation goals through conservation triage methods (Joseph et al. 2001). Persistent misclassification errors can result in costly litigation when conservation actions for species decisions based on such classifications impinge on human livelihood or when conservation actions for species are compromised (Akcakaya et al. 2017). Uncertainty can arise in quantitative assessments of extinction risk in multiple ways: through measurement and systematic error in empirical data, through subjective judgment about quantities for which there is little data, and through uncertainty in the models used to estimate population declines and extinction risk (Regan et al. 2002). Although the adoption of population models has been recommended to minimize uncertainty associated with subjective judgment in estimates of extinction risk or population decline (Brook et al. 2002), uncertainty remains in the choice of model that best represents population dynamics and in the estimates of model parameters. Model choice depends on how much is known about the life history of the taxon and the amount of available data with which to estimate parameters (Regan et al. 2003). Two types of population models commonly used in conservation contexts are scalar and matrix models (Morris & Doak 2002). Scalar population models assume all individuals are identical, and models are parameterized with a growth rate applied to the entire population. Matrix population models assume individuals differ in their contributions to population growth, and they are parameterized with survival and birth rates based on size, age, or life stage. Although matrix models are thought to convey greater realism than scalar models, they are potentially subject to greater uncertainty due to compounding errors across numerous parameters (Rueda-Cediel et al. 2015).

Natural variation, or process error, in data used to parameterize population models can exacerbate the uncertainty in population projections (Regan et al. 2002). When both natural variation and measurement error are coupled in population counts, greater uncertainty in modeled population projections can result (Rueda-Cediel et al. 2015). Populations exhibiting greater variability tend to have higher extinction risk (Tuljapurkar & Orzack 1980; Lande et al. 2003).

Life-history traits also have an influence over population variability and, for a diverse range of species, life-history traits are good predictors of population dynamics (Rochet 2000; Morris et al. 2008; Van Allen et al. 2012). Age at first reproduction, proportion of repeat spawners, and fecundity have all been shown to correlate with population variability for fish, birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians (Rochet 2000; Stahl & Oli 2006; Van Allen et al. 2012). These traits have also been identified as proxies for population viability and growth rate (Rochet 2000; Stahl & Oli 2006). Age at first reproduction consistently influences population dynamics and viability (Lande et al. 2003; Morris et al. 2008; Saether et al. 2013), highlighting the need to understand how the interaction of age at first reproduction, environmental variability, and uncertainty affects the reliability of population viability assessments (PVA).

Life-history variation is commonly characterized along a fast to slow continuum. Slow life histories include traits such as low adult mortality, low growth rates, low fecundities, and late reproduction, whereas fast life histories include high adult mortality, high growth rates, high fecundity, and early age at first reproduction. Within this continuum, life histories at the slow end have been associated with greater risk of extinction (e.g., long gestation, small litters, and advanced age of first reproduction for mammals and birds [Purvis et al. 2000; Webb et al. 2002]).

Wilson et al. (2011), Regan et al. (2013), and Connors et al. (2014) evaluated the impact of different sources of uncertainty in PVA in the context of decision making. These researchers used simulated or real time-series data to construct state-space population models to examine the effect of process and measurement error on the outcome of extinction risk classifications. State-space models estimate measurement and process error to estimate true abundance from observed abundance. Results of these
studies demonstrate that variability and uncertainty in data reduce the reliability of model projections and that these effects can translate to misclassification errors. All 3 studies are concerned solely with scalar models; the potential effects of compounding uncertainty over many parameters in matrix models on IUCN Red List classifications was not examined. State-space models, although powerful tools for modeling population trends under uncertainty and variability, are rarely used in applications of PVA, require long time-series data, and are difficult to apply to nonlinear problems (Bolker 2008). Hence, we followed more commonly used methods in PVA for parameterizing population models in which measurement error is subsumed into process error. We focused on both scalar and matrix models and identified the direction of the misclassification (Akçakaya et al. 1999; Morris & Doak 2002).

We used computer simulations to investigate the effects of model choice, process error, measurement error, population growth rate, and age at first reproduction on the reliability of IUCN Red List classifications made under criterion A when population models are used to project future population declines. We built on the methods and results of Rueda-Cediel et al. (2015), who compared the ability of age-structured and scalar models to project population percent decline for species when parameterized with the same variability and error-laden data sets. They found that scalar models exhibited the same or greater precision and accuracy in estimating population declines than matrix models under scenarios of high process and measurement error. Matrix models overestimated population declines when process and measurement error were high and underestimated declines for combinations of low to moderate process error and low measurement error. These biases tended to increase as the underlying population growth rate increased. However, Rueda-Cediel et al. (2015) did not examine the effect of age at first reproduction on population declines or evaluate the effects of species’ traits, process and measurement error, and model choice on IUCN Red List classifications. We applied the criteria A2–A4 thresholds from the IUCN Red List criteria to modeled population declines to determine the circumstances under which erroneous risk classifications occur and to determine the role of species’ traits in the reliability of such risk classifications. In particular, we asked the following questions: How much process and measurement error cause misclassification errors and do these tend to over- or underestimate extinction risk? Which model, scalar or matrix, yields more reliable threat classifications under uncertainty? Which type of error, process or measurement, contributes the most to misclassification errors? And, which life histories incur the greatest threat misclassifications?

### Methods

Below we provide a brief summary of our methods. Full details are presented in Supporting Information. Our method entailed 5 steps (Fig. 1). In step 1, the underlying true population dynamics are simulated with different levels of process error (Fig. 1). We simulated 1000 true population time series with stochastic age-structured matrix models with 10 age classes. Different true models were generated by varying age at first reproduction and intrinsic growth rate and incorporating different levels of process error (Table 1). Levels of process error and ages at first reproduction were chosen to correspond to ranges documented in natural populations of animals (Lande et al. 2003; Wilson et al. 2011; Pacifici et al. 2013).

We used 4 different input growth rates ($\lambda$): 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, and 1.025. A survival rate of 0.5 was assumed for all age classes. The age at first reproduction (RA) was set as 2, 5, or 8 years (Table 1). For all ages at first reproduction the same average fecundities were assigned to all breeding life stages. Fecundities were inversely calculated so that the same average fecundities were assigned to all breeding age classes. The age at first reproduction (RA) was set as 2, 5, or 8 years (Table 1). For all ages at first reproduction the same average fecundities were assigned to all breeding age classes. The age at first reproduction (RA) was set as 2, 5, or 8 years (Table 1). For all ages at first reproduction the same average fecundities were assigned to all breeding age classes. The age at first reproduction (RA) was set as 2, 5, or 8 years (Table 1).

The initial population size was 1,000,000,000 (to avoid the effects of demographic stochasticity associated with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input population growth rate ($\lambda$)</td>
<td>0.900, 0.950, 1.000, 1.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation for process error (PE)</td>
<td>0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation for measurement error (ME)</td>
<td>0.0, 0.1, 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first reproduction (years) (RA)*</td>
<td>2, 5, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation time ($T_G$)</td>
<td>3.94, 6.73, 9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection time (3 generations, rounded up)*</td>
<td>12, 21, 27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ages at first reproduction are used to calculate generation times, which in turn are used to calculate projection times following criterion A of the IUCN Red List Categories and Criteria (IUCN 2012).
small populations [Lande 1993]), and population dynamics were simulated for 50 years. We considered the final 20 years the true data that served as the baseline data to which measurement error was added and on which the estimated PVA models were based (step 2). A 20-year period was chosen because no effect of time-series length on population trajectories after 15–20 years has been shown (Rueda-Cediel et al. 2015). One thousand population trajectories were generated for each of the 48 models. These represented the true population dynamics in the absence of measurement error.

In step 2, observed time-series data, which represented the observations made by a virtual ecologist, were generated by adding measurement error to age-specific abundances in the underlying true time series (Fig. 1b). We assigned 3 coefficients of variation in measurement error (ME) (Table 1). Measurement error was incorporated into population counts for each of the 20 years in each population trajectory by randomly sampling from a normal distribution with the true abundance as the mean and the standard deviation calculated from this mean and the specified coefficient of variation (ME) (Table 1); distributions were bounded below by 0.

In step 3, we constructed scalar and age-based matrix models from each observed data set which then projected future population trajectories (Fig. 1). For the scalar model, 19 stochastic growth rates were calculated from 20-year population counts. The vital rates used in the estimated scalar population model were sampled, with replacement, from the 19 vital rates calculated for a given observed series.

Matrix models had 9 age classes, where the final stage in each life history was a composite class that included all individuals older than 9 years (Akcakaya et al. 1999). Age-specific survival rates and fecundities were then calculated directly from the error-laden population data. We assumed fecundities were equal across the age classes. Under criterion A of the IUCN Red List Categories and Criteria, population trajectories are examined over 10 years or 3 generations (whichever is longer up to a maximum of 100 years). The parameterized estimated scalar and matrix models were used to project trajectories over 3 generations determined by age at first reproduction (Table 1). Likewise, population dynamics were projected a further 3 generations from the end of the 20-year sampling period with the true model 1,000 times. Hence, populations with an age of first reproduction of 2, 5, and 8 years were projected for 3 generations: 12, 21, and 27 years, respectively (Table 1). Refer to Supporting Information for calculation of generation time based on age of first reproduction. For each true simulation, 1000 trajectories were projected by each of the corresponding estimated scalar and matrix models.

In step 4, we applied IUCN criterion A to the population declines from the estimated and true projections (Fig. 1). We calculated the population percent decline for each true trajectory and the median percent decline from the corresponding estimated population projections and applied the thresholds under criterion A to assign a classification of CR, EN, or VU. The criteria for near threatened do not specify thresholds for population decline or require estimates of population decline, so we combined the near threatened and least concern categories in a catchall not threatened category because we were most interested in applying the decision rules for the threatened categories.
Results

For matrix models, under- and overestimation biases in median percent decline estimates occurred across combinations of process and measurement error, growth rates, and age at first reproduction (Fig. 2 & Supporting Information). For low measurement (0.1) and process (≤0.1) error and high growth rates (≥1.0), population declines were increasingly underestimated as age at first reproduction increased. In contrast, for large measurement error (0.3), high growth rate (≥1.0), and all levels of process error, population declines were increasingly overestimated as age at first reproduction increased. For low growth rates (≤0.95) population declines were overestimated when measurement error and process error were both high, but these biases decreased as age at first reproduction increased. In contrast to the results from matrix models, scalar models did not exhibit these biases for any combination of parameters.

Both scalar and matrix models exhibited similar precision in percent population decline predictions (i.e., the spread in the differences between true and estimated population declines) as described by the interquartile range (IQR) of these differences. Precision generally decreased as process and measurement error increased. Age at first reproduction interacted with growth rate, process error, and, to a lesser extent, measurement error and resulted in changes to IQR. For instance, for high growth rates (≥1.0), the IQR increased with age at first reproduction when either process or measurement error were present (Fig. 2 & Supporting Information). On the one hand, for λ = 1.025, ME = 0, and PE = 0.1, the IQR for results generated with matrix models increased from 27.82% to 44.12% and 60.45%, when age at first reproduction increased from 2 to 5 and 8 years, respectively (Fig. 2g–i). However, when λ ≤ 0.95 the IQR decreased as age at first reproduction increased for all combinations of measurement error and process error (Fig. 2a–c).

The underlying range of true IUCN Red List categories obtained under criterion A depended on the age at first reproduction and the underlying growth rate. In the absence of process and measurement error, taxa with ages of first reproduction of 5 and 8 years were classified as CR when λ = 0.90, EN when λ = 0.95, and not threatened when λ = 1.0 & 1.025 (Fig. 3 & Supporting Information). When the age of first reproduction was 2 years, taxa were classified as EN when λ = 0.90, VU when λ = 0.95, and not threatened when λ = 1.0 and 1.025 (Fig. 3 & Supporting Information). As process error increased so did the span of the threat categories for the true populations; all threat categories were represented as process error increased from 0 to 0.5 across all growth rates and age of first reproduction, although in different proportions.

In most cases, accurate classifications were achieved under all levels of measurement error tested, for low levels of process error, and across all growth rates, ages at first reproduction, and model type. Process error and growth rate tended to have the biggest effects on classification errors (Fig. 3). However, the effect of growth rate and age at first reproduction on the accuracy of threat classifications is complex. For low growth rates (≤0.95), accuracy increased as age of first reproduction increased, whereas for high growth rates (≥1.0), accuracy decreased as age of first reproduction increased (Fig. 3 & Supporting Information). In other words, when the underlying true threat category was high, such as CR and EN, accuracy increased as age of first reproduction increased. And when the underlying true threat category was not threatened, accuracy increased as the age at first reproduction decreased.

As process error increased, over- and underestimation of extinction risk increased across all growth rates, ages at first reproduction, and measurement-error levels for both models. Although high levels of measurement error exacerbated over- and underestimation of extinction risk, the degree to which measurement error affected errors differed across the 2 types of models. Higher levels of over-estimation of extinction risk were observed with matrix models than with scalar models for high measurement (0.3) and process (≥0.1) errors and high growth rates (≥0.95) across all ages of first reproduction evaluated (Fig. 3 & Supporting Information). Conversely, higher rates of underestimation errors were observed with scalar models than with matrix models for high measurement (0.3) and process (0.5) errors and over most growth rates (≥0.95) for all ages of first reproduction evaluated.

Discussion

Our assessment of IUCN Red List categories was robust to high levels of measurement error and low levels of process error and all growth rates, ages at first reproduction, and model types. This is despite the fact that large biases were observed in population declines estimated with matrix models. This is good news, and it is due to the interval nature of the categories under criterion A that accommodates ranges of percent population decline. For the most part, accuracy of threat classifications increased when age at first reproduction increased and population growth rate decreased. In general, process error rather than measurement error had
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Figure 2. Difference in percent decline of population sizes between the true and median estimated model projections for matrix and scalar models when population growth rate ($\lambda$) is (a–f) 0.900 and (g–l) 1.025 across all ages at first reproduction (RA) (ME, coefficient of variation in measurement error; PE, coefficient of variation in process error; boxes, interquartile range (IQR); lower dashed vertical lines, 1st quartile – 1.5 × IQR; upper dashed vertical lines, 3rd quartile – 1.5 × IQR; thick black horizontal lines, median). Differences in percent decline are shown for PE = 0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 for each ME value 0, 0.1, 0.3. Results for $\lambda = 0.95$ and 1.0 are in Supporting Information.

a stronger effect on the accuracy of threat classifications, and the strength of this effect depended on the age at first reproduction and the underlying growth rate.

Threat classifications based on projected population declines were more reliable for taxa at the slow end of the life-history continuum (later ages of first reproduction combined with low population growth rate) than they are for taxa at the fast end of the continuum (earlier ages of first reproduction and high growth rate) (Fig. 3 & Supporting Information). This difficulty in accurately capturing the population dynamics and generating projections for species with early age at first reproduction and high variability in population estimates has been reported elsewhere (Conlisk et al. 2015).

In contrast to models with slow life-histories, matrix models with later ages of first reproduction combined
with high growth rates most dramatically overestimated population declines, leading to higher overestimation errors in classifications. This is due to increased variability in the underlying true dynamics as a result of time-lag-induced population cycles caused by increasing the age at first reproduction (Turchin 2003). Population dynamics under high growth rates exhibited higher variability than decreasing populations because process error was applied via a coefficient of variation.

Measurement error, when combined with higher levels of process error also drove matrix models to exhibit substantial decreases in accuracy, mostly in the direction of overestimation of population decline. The addition of measurement error to populations with higher growth rates could lead to unrealistically high estimated survival rates (i.e., > 1.0), resulting in a truncation of the distribution of survival rates and hence a bias in percent population declines and the corresponding IUCN Red List classifications that lead to more overestimation errors for matrix models than for scalar models. These results highlight the need for careful parameterization of matrix models because introduction and compounding of measurement error in matrix models can potentially lead to overestimation of population declines. Employing more technically demanding parameterization schemes, such as state-space models (Wilson et al. 2011; Connors et al. 2014), that account for measurement and process error may be necessary to avoid these biases for population decline estimates, but they do not appear necessary to achieve greater accuracy in IUCN Red List assessments because the rate of true positives was roughly equal for declines generated with scalar and matrix models. Moreover, false negative rates generated in this study compared favorably with those generated by Connors et al. (2014) under high process error. Connors et al. (2014) similarly found that misclassification rates are the lowest for species with slow life histories and that misclassification rates for stable and declining populations are similar under process error for density-independent populations. This is encouraging because it shows a consistent pattern irrespective of the type of models and parameterization used.

Our results can help identify situations where IUCN Red List classifications based on population models to inform criterion A are most likely to be unreliable and whether the errors are likely to over- or underestimate
extinction risk for taxa. This should be useful to IUCN Red List assessors evaluating the quality of information used to assess species and to those constructing models to inform criterion A. These results indicate classifications of highly threatened taxa (i.e., taxa with low growth rates, under criterion A) are more likely to be reliable than for less threatened taxa when assessed with population models. Hence, greater scrutiny needs to be placed on data used to parameterize population models for species with high growth rates, particularly when available evidence indicates a potential transition to higher risk categories. The degree to which different errors are a concern to assessors depends on the magnitude of the error (e.g., truly CR and incorrectly assessed as not threatened versus truly CR and incorrectly assessed as EN) and the relative consequences of over- and underestimation of extinction risk. Our results can elucidate the likely magnitude of errors and the direction of such errors given a specific life history type and model employed. These results revealed that when population models are used under high process error, classifications are likely to be erroneous, particularly for species with fast life histories, and other information (e.g., for criteria B–D) should be used in the assessment. However, if process error is relatively low, then IUCN Red List assessments based on population declines are very likely to be accurate. This information can assist IUCN Red List assessors in deciding what information to put greatest reliance on and therefore which criteria to apply when making assessments under uncertainty.

Our results reveal 5 major insights that need to be considered in developing guidance to minimize misclassification errors under criterion A: under low to moderate levels of measurement error and low process error, classifications were reasonably accurate; scalar and matrix models yielded roughly the same rate of misclassification, but the distribution of errors differed; matrix models led to greater overestimation of extinction risk than underestimation; process error tended to contribute to misclassifications to a greater extent than measurement error; and more misclassifications occurred for fast than slow life histories. Such an understanding of the potential under- and overestimation of extinction risk given by the criteria is critical to improving assessments. This is particularly pertinent for organizations around the world that have adopted the IUCN Red List criteria to guide environmental policy because there are real consequences of misclassification errors.
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